Perception of Redirected Pointing Precision in Immersive Virtual Reality
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A BSTRACT
We investigate the self-attribution of distorted pointing movements
in immersive virtual reality. Participants had to complete a multidirectional pointing task in which the visual feedback of the tapping
finger could be deviated in order to increase or decrease the motor
size of a target relative to its visual appearance. This manipulation
effectively makes the task easier or harder than the visual feedback
suggests. Participants were asked whether the seen movement was
equivalent to the movement they performed, and whether they have
been successful in the task. We show that participants are often
unaware of the movement manipulation, even when it requires higher
pointing precision than suggested by the visual feedback. Moreover,
subjects tend to self-attribute movements that have been modified
to make the task easier more often than movements that have not
been distorted. We discuss the implications and applications of our
results.
Index Terms: I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism—Virtual reality H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: User Interfaces—Evaluation/methodology
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Figure 1: Overview of the experimental setup. The subject sat in a
chair wearing an HMD and a motion tracking glove (a). The task
consisted of tapping on a sequence of targets placed in a circular
arrangement (b).

I NTRODUCTION

The premise of Virtual Reality (VR) is to deliver a synthetic world
that can be experienced as if it were real. Ideally, VR should mediate
all input and output channels of a person to a point where she can
no longer detect a discrepancy between the expected and rendered
outcome to her actions. This i/o feedback loop is expected to register and interpret the users actions and provide appropriate sensory
replacement [8]. But human perception is not a perfect capture of reality, and much of the information we experience as being collected
from the external world are the product of brain inference [27]. This
is an important enabling factor for VR technologies, as they do not
have to match the physical reality and the physiological limits to
be effective, and only have to be as good as human perception and
expectations.
With the increase in VR popularity and its recent availability in
the consumer market, we argue that a better understanding of the
limits of human perception can lead to new venues for effective VR
interaction. For instance, studies have experimentally manipulated
the agreement of sensory signals, showing that vision is generally
predominant over other senses [6, 28]. That is, discrepant sensory
feedback (e.g. visio-proprioceptive and visuo-vestibular) tends to
be solved in favor of vision. In this context we explore the selfattribution of bodily movements that have their visual feedback (as
seen in VR) altered by factors that are external to the control of the
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users. Here we define the term self-attribution as the state where
users are more likely than not to acquire the perception that they
have complete control over the movements of a virtual hand.
We present a distortion function and an experiment to investigate
aspects of the self-attribution of distorted pointing movements. In
the experiment we manipulate the difficulty to accurately complete
a tapping task (Fig. 1). The tapping task could be made easier or
harder by changing the mapping from the physical to the virtual
hand, i.e. the virtual hand position could diverge from the physical
hand position. More specifically, the interaction (motor) area of the
target could be made bigger or smaller than its visual size. Thus, we
warp the space around the target, being capable of fitting a bigger
or smaller physical area (motor) than the virtual feedback (visual)
suggests, effectively facilitating or hindering the completion of the
task (Fig. 2).
Understanding what are the circumstances leading to the selfattribution of a manipulated movement is relevant from different
perspectives. For example, in the context of VR interaction, it
can help designing assistive technologies that sustain the sense of
accomplishment in applications that involve motor performance,
such as physical rehabilitation, or to alleviate the impact of low
quality tracking information. Self-attribution is also interesting in
the study of mechanisms of bodily control and of mental disorders
such as schizophrenia, which has been associated to an impairment –
as compared to healthy subjects – in self-attribution [16].
The contribution of this paper are twofold: (i) providing a distortion function that manipulates the effective motor size of a target for
VR interaction; and (ii) investigating aspects of self-attribution of
distorted pointing movements that interfere with the difficulty of a
task.

2

R ELATED

WORK

In a pioneering study, Nielsen [26] demonstrated that when the
visual feedback of the movement of the hand of a healthy unaware
subject is replaced by a similar movement of a second person, the
subject might erroneously attribute the seen movement to himself.
This was the case even when there was a discrepancy between the
performed and seen movements, with subjects reporting the feeling
of strangeness and the impression that their hands have been pulled
by some external force.
The altered motor control perception reported by Nielsen echoes
on cross-modal illusions explored in VR, such as in the notion of
pesudo haptics proposed by Lecuyer et al [19,22,23]. Pseudo haptics
examines cross-modal perception to create the subjective sensation
of haptic interaction with objects of different physical properties
through the manipulation of the control-display ratio (CDR) of a
mouse. In a related topic, [20] explored the distortion of movements
in order to redirect haptic sensations. The goal was to use a passive
haptic device as a proxy to a different or more complex virtual
object. The authors have aimed at identifying potential performance
changes, demonstrating that one can transfer skills obtained in such
condition [21]. However, their work has only informally evaluated
whether users perceive these manipulations. This topic has also been
explored by Ban et al [3, 25] in the context of augmented reality,
where haptic feedback of complex symmetric objects was redirected
to a proxy physical cylinder. This work was further extended to
explore pinching gestures [4]. Finally, Azmandian et al [1] presented
a system for tactile interaction with multiple virtual objects using a
single passive haptics proxy object.
Burns et al have explored two aspects of visuo-proprioceptive
mismatch in order to propose interaction techniques preventing the
interpenetration of the virtual hand with the virtual environment [10].
The first concerns the perception of a location mismatch between
a physical and a virtual hand, demonstrating that a person may be
strikingly unaware of visuo-proprioceptive mismatches which were
gradually introduced over a long period of time [12]. The second
aspect concerns the perception of movements with spatiotemporal
distortions (speed increase/decrease relative to tracked speed) [11].
Distinct from the aforementioned works, we manipulate the difficulty to realize a task in VR, and aim to detect the thresholds to
which this manipulation goes unnoticed by the user. Our manipulation is related to those presented in 2D interaction techniques such as
Semantic Pointing [5], where the motor space of interactive elements
are augmented to facilitate selection, as well as to the manipulation
of the index of difficulty of a task [2]. By understanding how users
perceive such manipulations in VR we can modulate the difficulty
of a task to sustain interest and involvement without interfering with
the experience of motor control of the subject.
3

D ISTORTION F UNCTION

Our distortion function makes the tapping of a target at position
ptgt easier or harder by manipulating the position mapping of the
physical to the virtual hand (p physical and pvirtual respectively) i.e.
the virtual and physical hands positions could diverge.
A distance range (drange ) is used so that when the target to physical hand distance (d physical = ||p physical −ptgt ||) is bigger than drange
no remapping occurs. The drange is also used to normalize the values
to the range [0, 1], and then scale this normalized remapping back
into the virtual world units. Our dynamic remapping uses properties of exponentiation of values between 0 and 1 so that when the
exponent (a in Equation 1) is bigger than 1 the motor radius of the
target becomes bigger relative to its visual radius, and when it is
less than 1 the motor radius of the target becomes smaller than the
visual radius. Thus facilitating or hindering the completion of the
goal directed task (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Overview of the pointing distortion function. The vertical
axis depicts the physical finger position (p physical ), while the horizontal axis depicts the virtual finger position (pvirtual ). Note that
physical and virtual movements happen towards the same direction,
and that this graphic represents the 1D case mapping of physical
into virtual position for different settings of the distortion function.
The lower left corner of each mapping plot (1:1, easier and harder)
represents the center of the target (ptgt ). The green and red colors
represents a facilitating and a hindering distortion respectively.
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Where the exponent a is defined by:
a = log rmotor (
drange

rvisual
)
drange

(2)

Where rvisual represents the visual radius of the target, and rmotor
represents the motor radius of the target. Therefore, when rmotor <
rvisual the task becomes harder than the visual feedback suggests,
and when rmotor > rvisual the task becomes easier. Mind that our
distortion model assumes that rvisual and rmotor are both smaller than
drange .
The current position of the virtual hand (pvirtual ) is then set using:

pvirtual =

(
p
−ptgt
× dvirtual ,
ptgt + physical
d physical
p physical ,

i f d physical 6= 0
otherwise

(3)

An overview of the variables of the distortion function is presented in Fig. 3.
Based on the definition of index of difficult (ID) used in the Fitts
law [30], our distortion function alters the difficulty of a pointing
task.
ID = log2 (

D
+ 1)
W

(4)

Where D represents movement amplitude and W the target width,
or diameter in our case. Intuitively, increasing the target diameter
(W ) results in a lower ID, while reducing the target diameter results
in a higher ID, modulating the ID of the task while the D parameter
is kept constant.
The proposed distortion alters the motor radius of the target relative to its visual radius. As a result, we have a visual ID that is the
expected difficulty, and a motor ID that is the actually experienced
difficulty.

would also play an unintended role of compressing or expanding the
activation tolerance of the target.
The virtual environment was developed using the Unity game
engine. It consists of a virtual hand, a chair, a table, and the tapping
surface. We assessed a “motion to photon” latency in the range of
30ms to 40ms.
(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Variables of the distortion function with physical variables
and motor radius in evidence in (a) and virtual variables and visual
radius in evidence in (b). Notice that the physical and virtual positions of the hand do not overlap as a result of the distortion. Also
notice that the difference in positions is exaggerated for illustrative
purposes in this figure.

4
4.1

E XPERIMENT
Equipment

The participant wore an Oculus Development Kit 2 head mounted
display (HMD) to visualize the virtual scene (960x1080 pixels per
eye, 100 degrees field of view, 75Hz). Headtracking was performed
using its inertial sensors and corrected for drift around the vertical
axis using optical tracking (this yields lower latency than using
the optical tracking alone, without damaging the correctness of the
tracking).
A PhaseSpace ImpulseX2 system with 18 cameras was used for
optical capture of participant and virtual objects. A total of 14 LED
markers were used, 4 attached to the HMD, 3 attached to the hand,
3 attached to the table, and 4 attached to the tapping surface. The
glove had a marker over the index fingertip, and two over the back
of the hand. A rigid and flat stick was positioned between the top
of the subject’s index finger and the glove in order to prevent the
finger from flexing. Thus preserving a congruent index position with
the seen virtual hand. The table and the tapping surface were also
tracked. Fig. 1 presents an overview of the setup.
The markers on the glove were pre-calibrated. To compensate for
small changes in length of the index finger, we calibrate the tapping
surface by pointing at three predefined corners of the tapping surface.
The plane defined by these points was then used to translate and
rotate the virtual representation. We set an activation tolerance of 2
millimeters over the tapping surface. That is, when the fingertip of
the virtual hand was within a distance of 2mm from the tapping surface, these were considered as touching. This tolerance was adopted
to prevent possible tracking or calibration imprecision from interfering with the detection of a touch. Moreover, subjects were asked to
raise the finger when moving from target to target, thus preventing
undesired selections. Note that the targets consist of circles over a
tapping surface, and thus had a very narrow activation range (the
2mm tolerance). We therefore decided to constrain the distortion to
the plane parallel to the taping surface, and use the physical hand
to define the virtual hand position in the axis perpendicular to the
surface. We did so because a distortion in this axis would simply
affect the dynamic of the movement, without any functional role in
the difficulty of the task. Moreover, because an activation tolerance
was needed to address potential tracking imprecision, the manipulation of position in the axis perpendicular to the tapping surface

4.2 Task
The subject had to perform a multi-directional pointing task, as
described by the annex B of ISO 9241-411 [18]. This task consists of
multiple pointing movements – 11 in this experiment – toward targets
equally spaced over the borders of a circle (Fig. 4). Subsequent
targets are defined as to maximize the distance between them, and
the sequence follows a clockwise direction. We remap the distance
between the end-effector and the center of the target. The resulting
distortion makes the motor radius of the target become bigger or
smaller than its visual size, and therefore easier or harder to hit.
After each round of movements the subject was asked two questions:
• Did the virtual hand moved exactly like you?
• Did you miss any target?
The first question is meant to assess the thresholds of movement
distortion perception for the proposed manipulation. The second
question is meant to verify is subjects may be affected by a success
bias, where they self attribute movements that have accomplished
the task more often than movements that did not. An overview of a
pointing trial is shown in Fig. 4.
4.3 Design
We manipulated two variables; the visual index of difficulty of the
task (visualID), and the difference in the index of difficulty caused
by the distortion (diffID), i.e. the motor index of difficulty resulting
from a deviation to the visualID. The visualID could be set to 4 or
5, we did so while keeping the distance between targets constant
(D = 27cm) and solving for the required visual diameter of the target
using the equation
Wvisual = rvisual × 2 =

D
.
2visualID − 1

(5)

The diffID could be set to −2.5, −2, −1.5, −1, −0.5, 0 (no
distortion), 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 or 2.5. A positive diffID means that the
motor size of the target became smaller than the visual feedback
suggests (i.e. harder), while a negative diffID had the opposite effect
(i.e. easier). Similarly to Wvisual , the motor diameter Wmotor is
computed with the equation:
Wmotor = rmotor × 2 =

D
2visualID+di f f ID − 1

(6)

The motor diameter values used in the experiment are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1: The motor diameter (Wmotor ) values of the target for all
combinations of the visualID and diffID variables and movement
amplitude D = 27cm used in the experiment. Diameter values in cm.
di f f ID
visualID

-2.5

-2

-1.5

-1

-.5

0

.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

4
5

14.77
5.8

9
3.86

5.8
2.62

3.86
1.8

2.62
1.25

1.8
.87

1.25
.61

.87
.43

.61
.3

.43
.21

.3
.15

Moreover, the drange in our distortion function was set to D/2 =
13.5cm. This allows the past and current pointing targets in a trial to
be simultaneously active while ensuring the display of a continuous
movement between the two targets. That is, the distortion effect

Figure 4: Overview of a trial. The subject had to tap 11 targets in a multi-direction pointing task. The current target is highlighted in orange.
The movement could be distorted in the region surrounding each target. Once the participant taps the last target, they are asked whether the
seen movement corresponds to the performed movement, and whether they have missed a target. The frame on the top right corner describes
the target tapping order used in the trials.

of the past target is damped before the current target can affect the
virtual hand position.
The experiment was divided into two blocks. Each block containing three stages, the first and the third stages contained 4 sequences
of tapping with no distortion (diffID = 0), while the second stage
presented each of the 22 combinations of visualID and diffID three
times, with a randomized presentation order.
We designed this experiment to analyze three aspects of redirected
interaction:
First, we want to assess the thresholds of self-attribution for
the proposed distortion function , i.e. the thresholds after which
the distortion becomes more likely to be perceived than not by
users. To quantify these limits we adopt concepts and procedures
from psychophysics. Psychophysics acts on the understanding of
how a stimuli affects one’s sensation/perceptions, and it is often
employed to assess the minimum necessary change ∆I to a stimulus
intensity I so that one can perceive a difference between I + ∆I and
I with a high degree of confidence, normally more than 50% of
the time. While the ∆I describes an amount relative to a specific
stimulus intensity I, the Weber Law states that the ∆I can be defined
by a constant proportion k of the stimulus when the stimuli intensity
is not extreme [15]. This has been shown to model the stimuli and
perception threshold relation considerably well for different sensory
modalities and tasks. The Weber constant k can be defined by the
ratio:
∆I
=k
(7)
I
Therefore, we focus on measuring the constant k by estimating
∆I (diffID threshold of self-attribution) for different levels of the
standard stimulus I (visualID). Once we know what is an admissible
k for our distortion (one for facilitating and one for hindering) we
want to compute a limit motor stimulus given a visual stimulus.
Imotor = Ivisual + ∆I = Ivisual + Ivisual ∗ k = (1 + k) ∗ Ivisual

(8)

Similar to [11], our study is distinct from regular psychophysics
paradigms in that we assess the ∆I across different sensory modalities, i.e. to identify a discrepancy the user may rely on the incongruent visual and proprioceptive feedback of the movement, as well as
on the differences between predicted (from motor commands) and
realized visual feedback.
Second, we want to know what is the point of maximal selfattribution of movements, and whether it matches the point of no distortion. We hypothesize that subjects are biased to self-attribute

movement distortions that make the task easier. This hypothesis
is based on recent studies on the sense of being the agent of actions [17], and the role of higher order cognitive processes in the
self-attribution of actions [31]. We can support this if we obtain
a point of maximal agreement with the first question when a facilitating distortion is present, and that presents a difference that is
statistically different from no distortion. Another measure that we
implement is the relation between the two questions that we ask.
That is, if subjects self-attribute movements when they report no
missed target (”no” to second question) more often than when they
report to have missed a target (”yes” to second question).
Third, when a mapping that makes the task harder is applied,
subjects have to interact with greater accuracy in order to hit the
target. We want to know whether subjects change their motor
behavior to interact with higher accuracy without noticing the
movement discrepancy. We will assess the pointing accuracy that
subjects presented in the range at which they self attribute distorted
movements, and compare to the situation of no distortion. Pointing
accuracy will be defined as the effective index of difficulty (IDe ),
which describes the difficulty of the task completed by the participant
– based on the tapping error during the execution of the task – instead
of the difficulty defined by the task parameters. The IDe is defined
by IDe = log2 ( WDe + 1) where We = 4.133 × SDx and SDx is the
standard deviation of the taping error [18].
4.4

Results

Fifteen subjects participated in the experiment; they had to read
and sign a written informed consent form to participate, and were
compensated 20 CHF/hour for their participation. Two subjects
were excluded from the analysis, one was excluded for not following
closely the instructions, and one was excluded due to inconsistent
distortion recognition performance that did not allowed the valid fit
of the Gaussian function parameters used in our analysis. Pointing
movements that took more than 4 seconds or with error above 7.5cm
have been marked as not valid, and trials with less than 7 valid
pointing movements (out of the 10 possible, the first movement was
not analyzed) were excluded.
di f f ID
Results in terms of proportional change of difficulty ( visualID
) are
presented in Fig. 5. We fit a Gaussian function to the proportion of
positive answers to the self-attribution questions for each subject
per level of the visualID. With the peak position (x̄) and standard
deviation (SD) parameters of the distribution we then compute the
mean across the levels of visualID per subject.
We obtained x̄ = −.062 (Fig. 5 red dashed line) and SD = .05,
which presents a statistically significant difference from 0 as ana-
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[diffID / visualID]
Figure 5: Summary of self-attribution of movements per movement
distortion intensity as defined by the proportion diffID/visualID.The
green/red shaded area represents the range where subjects were
more likely to self-attribute a movement than not. Subjects tended
to self-attribute distorted movements more often when the distortion
made the task slightly easier (red dashed line) than the unmodified
movement (i.e. diffID/visualID = 0). Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean.

Did the virtual hand
moved exactly like you?

lyzed with a t-test (t(12) = −4.4 p < .001). Moreover, considering
the relation between the answer to the first and the second question,
subjects were less likely to self-attribute a movement when they
were aware that at least one target in the trial was missed (t12 = 8.36
p < .001, Fig. 6). These results suggest that a manipulation from
visual to motor space that slightly facilitates the task might be
perceived as correct by users more often than when no manipulation is present, therefore supporting our second point of interest.
Furthermore, we define the thresholds – first point of interest –
as the points where subjects are likely to identify the discrepancy
more than 50% of the time. Based on the parameters of the Gaussian
distribution, these can approximated using x̄ ± SD ∗ 1.1775, which
yields a helping threshold of M = −.39 SD = .13 and a hindering
threshold of M = .28 SD = .08 (shaded area in Fig. 5).
Finally, we found a significant difference when comparing the levels 0 (no manipulation) and 1 (hindering manipulation) of diffID for
both levels of the visualID variable with the t-test (t(12) = 3 p < .02

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00
NO

0.0

0.4

[diffID / visualID]

YES

Did you miss any target?

Figure 6: Relation of mean self-attribution agreement by perception
of errors. Subjects were more likely to self-attribute a movements
when they were not aware of pointing errors. The colored lines
illustrate results for individual subjects.

Figure 7: Summary of effective index of difficulty (IDe ). Subjects
presented increased IDe for two hindering distortions (grey shading)
among the hindering manipulations that subjects were prone to
identify as correct (ref shading).

for visualID= 4 and t(12) = 2.2 p < .05 for visualID= 5). However,
we failed to reject the difference between levels 0 and 0.5 of diffID
(t(12) = 1.7 p > .1 for visualID= 4 and t(12) = 1.5 p > .16 for visualID= 5). For diffID values above one were likely to be identified by
subjects, and therefore were not evaluated here. We conclude that
our third point of interest is plausible as an increasing trend can be
observed in Fig. 7, suggesting that when subjects are faced with
a manipulation that makes the task harder than suggested by
the visual feedback, they tend to adjust for this manipulation
without being necessarily aware of it (up to a certain threshold).
5

D ISCUSSION

AND

C ONCLUSIONS

We proposed a distortion function that manipulates the difficulty to
accomplish a pointing task. Our results show that subjects perform
poorly in detecting discrepancies in spite of the visuo-motor discrepancy that the manipulation introduces. Additionally, we found that
subjects are biased toward self-attributing distorted movements that
make the task easier.
We note that the bias to self-attribution movements that make
the task easier finds support in previous literature (Inoue et al [17]).
Additionally, the evidence that subjects self-attribute movements
more often when they believe that the task was successfully accomplished indicates a relation with the theory known as self-serving
bias [24], which describes the bias to self-attribute successful actions
as a mechanism to maintain an enhanced self-esteem.
Moreover, we believe that the findings that we present here could
be used in designing more engaging VR interactions. For instance,
movement distortion can be used to manipulate the difficulty of tasks,
and consequently leverage the challenge of an interactive application
so that it matches the skills of the user and promotes the state of
flow [9, 13]. This could be the case in physical rehabilitation. For
instance, post-stroke patients often experience reduced fine grained
control of a limb movement [29]. Recovering from such condition
usually requires the repetition of the movement as well as the feedback of completion. By distorting the movement with virtual reality
a patient may practice in a more motivating environment, where she
is capable of completing the task (an imprecise movement is transformed into a complete and precise movement) in order to maintain
a sense of achievement. Recovery could then be accompanied with a
progressive reduction of the helping distortion. We note the interest
for a similar form of application presented by Dukes et al [14], in

their system a short range movement could span a larger portion of
the reachable space with the goal to provide a complete view of the
action to the patient. We suggest the expansion of such rehabilitation
system towards 2 complementary directions: the manipulation of
movement precision in addition to movement amplitude; and the
observation of self-attribution as a potential mean to manage the
sense of achievement of the patient.
In future work, we propose to assess the transfer of training in a
redirected situation. That is, does the skill trained in a system that
manipulates the visual feedback of actions in order to control the
difficulty of completing a task transfers to real activities? We also
plan to expand the study of self-attribution for whole body manipulation. For instance, on the subject of movement manipulation for
preserving self contact explored by Bovet et al [7].
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